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Assembly and installation instructions for the Barlooon ground spike  

(for Barlooon lampion sizes S and M) 
 

Dear customers, 

Thank you for purchasing the ground spike for the Barlooon. Please retain the documents 

provided, even after installation. 

 

 

 

The set includes four stainless steel tubes, with the 

following approximate lengths:  

- Element A: 60 cm / diameter 15 mm 

- Element B: 115 cm / diameter 12 mm 

- Element C:  

For the Barlooon S 

54 cm / diameter 8 mm, curved 

For the Barlooon M 

123 cm / diameter 8 mm, curved 

- Element D: 115 cm / diameter 5 mm, curved with an 

eyelet at the end 

The dimensions stated may vary slightly due to production 

methods. 

 

 

Safety notes 

Damage caused by non-observance of these assembly and installation instructions will void the 

warranty. No liability is accepted for any consequential damage incurred. 

- Never position the ground spike with the Barlooon near flammable materials. 

- Ensure that the Barlooon is suspended in an area where it is not an obstacle. 

- Assembly and installation should only be carried out when outside temperatures  

are above 5°C. 

- Avoid exposure to temperatures lower than -20°C and higher than +40°C. 

 

Proper use 

All metal parts of the ground spike are made of stainless steel. Please ensure that only original 

Barlooon stainless steel accessories are used. 

The ground spike should only be used with the intended lampion and lamp. If too much weight is 

attached to the end of the ground spike, the individual stainless steel tubes could bend 

permanently, making the spike unusable. 

Additional weight caused by snow can also bend the spike more than intended. 

 Assembly and installation 

 

 

 

 

Remove the individual tubes from the packaging and insert them 

into each other. It is essential that you insert the individual 

elements in the correct order and direction. Always push the 

elements into one another as far as they can go. Element D is 

therefore pushed almost completely through element C. 

 

Now use the carabiner to hang the Barlooon and the lamp on the eyelet, which is located at the 

upper end of the ground spike. 

 

Push the spike into the ground as upright as possible at the desired 

location. Make sure the ground is not too soft, so that the spike has 

sufficient support.  

In total, the ground spike reaches a height of approx. 2 metres 

above the ground (from the ground up to the suspension eyelet). 

 

When choosing a location, please ensure that the Barlooon has 

approx. 2 metres of free space around it, so that it can move 360° 

without hindrance and the LED solar module (optional) receives 

sufficient sunlight. 

 

General information 

In order to be able to enjoy the ground spike and the Barlooon for 

a long time, we recommend you stow them both away in a clean 

location when not using them for a longer period of time. When 

doing this, please also observe our cleaning and care instructions. 

The spike and lampion should be stored in a dark and dry place 

that does not exceed a temperature of 40°C. 

 

Please check the general weather forecasts and dismantle the Barlooon in the event of strong 

wind and thunderstorms, as the ground spike has not been designed for use in such conditions! 

 

Disposal 

Dear customer, please help us to avoid waste. If you should ever want to part with this article, 

please consider that many of its components consist of valuable raw materials that can be reused. 

Dispose of the ground spike in the appropriate recycling bin.  

Thank you for your assistance. 

 

We hope you enjoy using your Barlooon. 
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